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Abstract: In the low-pressure part of a steam turbine, the state
path usually crosses the saturation line in penultimate stages. At
least the last two stages of this part of turbines operate in a two-
phase region. The liquid phase in this region is mainly created
in the process of homogeneous and heterogeneous condensation.
Several observations confirm, however, that condensation often
occurs earlier than it is predicted by theory i.e. before the Wil-
son line. It is because the nucleation can start at some soluble
and insoluble impurities, particles of dust, chemical compounds
or corrosion products. In the present paper we have focused
on the prediction of the spontaneous condensation in wet steam
flow. Two main types of non-equilibrium condensation models
are considered and compared. These are: the single continuum
approach and the eulerian-eulerian multi-phase approach.

1. Introduction

Recently, an example where CFD modeling is beginning to play a significant role
in assessing the impact of moisture formation is the low-pressure stages of a steam
turbine of great output by Zakrzewski et al. (2012, 2013). Steam enters the LP turbine
as superheated vapor and leaves saturated, with wetness forming as a result of several
phase transition processes. The wetness mainly consists of a large number of minute
droplets which are initially nucleated within and generally carried by the flow. The
formation and evolution of these droplets lowers the performance of the wet stages
of the turbines, and their effects on the efficiency are collectively known as wetness
losses. It is desirable from a design view point to have certain information about three
dimensional condensing flow. Therefore, independently from the recent achievements
a further development of CFD modeling is needed.

Examples of spontaneous phase transitions induced by rapid pressure depression
are known in nature (Stodola, 1915; Gyarmathy, 1962; Puzyrewski and Król, 1976).
When the saturation point is passed, motionless vapor becomes metastable, which
leads to supersaturation and supercooling. This pressure-induced condensation of
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Fig. 1. Characteristic events in condensing de Laval nozzle.

water vapor leads to a very rapid nucleation in the form of minute liquid droplets
relatively equally dispersed in the fluid (Dykas and Wróblewski, 2011; Wróblewski
et al., 2009).

However, thermomechanical aspects of nucleation, growth and interaction of water
droplets in the steam turbine of large output are still poorly understood. Therefore,
the numerical tools proposed for the description of wet steam flow are, nowadays,
uncertain. On the other hand, recent measurements have indicated that an unusually
high loss is associated with the initial nucleation of these droplets. In order to properly
simulate the phenomena which take place in the low-pressure part of the turbine some
correlated experimental and numerical investigations must be preformed.

According to Stodola and other pioneers, a rapid expansion of steam from su-
perheated to wet condition is investigated in a typical convergent-divergent de Laval
nozzle shown in Fig 1. Usually, we take that steam enters in a dry superheated state
(point 1) and rapidly expands and cools as the flow accelerates. During its passage
through a nozzle throat, it expands to the sonic condition represented by point (2).
At point (3) there is some theoretical possibility to start an equilibrium phase tran-
sition governed mainly by the Clapeyron-Clausius equation, which can be virtually
evaluated in numerical simulation. For the equilibrium approach one can calculate
the equilibrium wetness ȳ and the equilibrium pressure p̄ (Fig. 1).

Then, steam is below its saturated condition in a state called ’metastable’ usually
referred to as subcooled ∆T or supersaturated S (between spinodal and binodal lines).
But after the limiting (critical) values of supercooling and supersaturation are reached
the power of random fluctuation of kinetic motion of molecules equals Gibbs work of
creating stable micro clusters, which are called condensation nuclei.

Depending on the expansion rate that changes in the vicinity of point (4) from 103
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to 105 s−1, the rate of nucleation of new embryos per unit of volume is huge and may
reach even 1018 droplets per m3. This process is termed ’homogeneous nucleation’ or
’spontaneous nucleation’. The area is termed ’nucleating zone’ and is terminated by
the Wilson point (’inception point’, or ’onset point’).

Downstream of this point nucleation ceases effectively and the number of droplets
in flow remains constant. Owing to thermal non-equilibrium, between point (4) and
(5) the nuclei grow rapidly incorporating molecules of vapor. Further expansion of
flow between points (5) and (6) leads to further relaxation of chemical, mechanical
and thermal non-equilibrium.

Generally, mathematical models of wet steam fall into three categories: the single
continuum approach, the eulerian-eulerian multi-phase approach and the lagrangean-
eulerian FSI approach. In the following report, due to lack of space, we examine
only two main models: single continuum with a phase-microstructure, and two phase
eulreian-eulerian mixture.

2. Simple continuum approach

In order to keep clearness of the CFD formulation and robust numerical techniques
with simultaneous solution of mass, momentum and energy equations, then having a
flow undergoing phase transition, we think about prolongation of one-phase flow basic
equations into two-phase flow keeping one mixture density ρ, mixture momentum ρ~v
and mixture energy ρe to be basic unknowns in the following three balances on total
mass, momentum and energy:
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ρ

ρ~v

ρe

+div




ρ

ρ~v

ρe

⊗ ~v +


0

ρ
↔
I

ρ~v


 = div


0
↔
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↔
τ
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~v

+


0

ρ~b
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(1)

This set of governing equations formally possesses the same form like in a one-
phase flow, however, the definitions of fluxes that appeared in (1) can be open for
redefinition into a case of two-phase evaluating flow. First of all, the pressure of

the mixture could a tensor not a scalar:
↔
p , which means that instead of ρ

↔
I in the

momentum equation we should put
↔
p . Non-scalarness of pressure coming from elastic

contribution of surface tension of droplets, owing to that fluid with dense distribution
of small droplet can possess shear elastic stresses (Banaszkiewicz and Badur, 2000).
Also viscous transport of momentum can have additional operational modes coming

from appearance of slip
↔
D=

↔
D (~u)and thermal transpiration

↔
T=

↔
T (grad(Tsat − Tc)).

Finally,
↔
τ
tot

=
↔
τ +

↔
R +

↔
D +

↔
T , where the Reynolds stress tensor

↔
R can be treated as

representing the whole turbulence effects contributing to the transport of momentum.
Additionally, molecular viscous stresses

↔
τ should also be expressed via a mixture

viscosity rather than by continuous phase one.

Similarly, transport of energy needs extended definitions for the heat flux
↔
q
tot

which can have information on temperature inequalities inside of a fluid particle:
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↔
q
tot

= ~q+~qt+~qTd . Because of such general formulation, the single continuum approach
can describe the whole domain of non-equilibrium phase transition, which practically
means that we can start from a one-phase inlet and finish our simulations on a second-
phase flow at the outlet.

Evolution of phase microstructure

In single continuum approach all the information about the rate of undergoing phase
transition is described by the so-called ’order parameters’ which are generally scalars,
vectors or tensors (Banaszkiewicz and Badur, 2000). Non-equilibrium wetness of
saturated vapor in the form of small liquid droplets can be expressed by such order
parameters like: wetness y (total amount of condensate in unit of mass of mixture),
interphase density β (total amount of droplets surface per unit of mixture volume); the
total radius density R (total amount of droplets radius per unit of mixture volume).
These order parameters are connected rather with non-equilibrium of mass transport;
quite differ can be defined with non-equilibrium momentum and energy transport.

Generally, the unknown fields of order parameters define some kind of internal
structure which is called the phasic microstructure. The evolution of the phasic
microstructure undergoes some balance in a conservative form. Evolution of a phase
microstructure may be presented in the following form:

Advance of phase transition y [wetness fraction]:

∂t (ρy) + div (ρy~v) = div
(
~Jy

)
+ Sy (2)

Evolution of interphase surface density:

∂t (ρβ) + div (ρβ~v) = div
(
~Jβ

)
+ Sβ (3)

Evolution of slip microstructure:

∂t (ρ~u) + div (ρ~u⊗ ~v) = div
(
~J~u

)
+ S~u (4)

Evolution of temperature microstructure:

∂t (ρcdTd) + div (ρcpTd~v) = div
(
~JT

)
+ ST (5)

The first two equation on y and β inform us about the mass and surface fraction of
the new phase, therefore they can be treated as some kind of internal mass transport.
The next equation concerning slip vector evolution describes the average tendency
of a continuum to possess, independently to mass bulk velocity ~v, being the specific
momentum of mixture, an additional slip vector, making some internal transport of
momentum. The last equation describes thermal-like microstructure developed of
average temperature of droplets. In the above several fluxes and sources need to be
defined.
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2.1. Interaction of turbulent and phase microstructure

The phase microstructure has similar size to the turbulence microstructure which is
evaluated in the following way: according to possible modes of momentum transfer
only two scalar parameters can describe evolution of turbulent microstructure, i.e.
the turbulent energy k and the turbulent dissipation.

The evolution equation for turbulent microstructure has the following form:

∂t (ρk) + div (ρk~v) = div
(
~Jk

)
+ Sk (6)

∂t (ρε) + div (ρε~v) = div
(
~Jε

)
+ Sε (7)

Transport of non-equilibrium properties between the phase and turbulent mi-
crostructure can be made directly on the microstructure level, without exploring the
total momentum eq. 1. It may be done by introducing the crossing effects in phase
and turbulence fluxes (Zakrzewski et al., 2012, 2013):

Turbulent kinetic energy k:

~Jk = (Dkk)grad k + (Dky0 +Dkyr)grad y (8)

Wetness fraction y:

~Jy = (Dky0 +Dkyr)grad k + (Dyy)grad y (9)

Turbulent energy dissipation rate ε:

~Jε = (Dεε)grad ε+ (Dεβ0 +Dεβr)grad β (10)

Interphase surface density β:

~Jβ = (Dεβ0 +Dεβr)grad k + (Dββ)grad β (11)

Diffusion coefficients D, which are related with homogenous diffusion known as the
Ostwald mode (subindex 0) and hererogeneous condensation mode (sub-index r) need
an estimation and calibration. The important feature of this model is that models
act in an additive way and they do not influence each other. For instance, diffusion
coefficient Dkk = vt/σt governing transport of turbulence energy remains the same
as for dry steam flow.

The whole set of governing equations have the form required by CFD treatment,
which practically means that for every unknown, collected into a vector of 13 conser-
vative variables:

U = ρ{1, ~v, e, y, β, ~u, Td, k, ε} (12)

we can use the same discretization grid.
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3. Eulerian-Eulerian mixture approach

The second, recently developed category is a multi-component continuum where whole
components (phases) are described in terms of the Eulerian description. Therefore,
this sort of modeling is sometime called ’Eulerian-Eulerian’ or a ’multi-fluid’. If we
have only two components of a mixture, then the approach under consideration can
be called a ’two-fluid’ model. In this approach each component (phase) is considered
separately, which means that each component is governed by a set of mass, momen-
tum and energy equations. Additionally, since each component can interact, the
phases are not independent of one another, some internal sources Sk = {Smk , ~Sk, Sek},
k = 1, 2, 3... = c, d appear in these governing equations which may transport mass,
momentum and energy by interphase surface. Therefore, in this approach one should
also define the interfacial balance laws, or simplifying, the interfacial transfer condi-
tions. These last interfacial conditions, in a special case of non-interacting components
lead to the ’jump conditions’. Consequently, the ’two-fluid’ model is based on six dif-
ferential field balances equations together with three interfacial transfer conditions.

It is obvious that an Eulerien-Eulerian two-fluid model can predict more detailed
changes and phases interactions than the single fluid model. However, this means
that the two-fluid model is far more complicated than the single fluid model, not only
in the number of differential equations but also in terms of additional constitutive
closures which are necessary for describing internal sources.

When one considers nucleating flow of steam where the slip of droplets is ne-
glected, the difference between single fluid and two-fluid model is, practically, not so
great. But the real importance of the two-fluid (or multi-fluid) model is that it can
take into account the dynamic interactions between phases, which allows us to obtain
a detailed description of the droplet slip, droplet interactions with walls and them-
selves (coalescence, disintegration, etc), This is accomplished by using the momentum
equations for each fluid and independent fields of velocities.

Concept of conservative set of governing equations

In this concept any component of fluid is treated from the eulerian point of view,
therefore, the name ’Eulerian-Eulerian’ is accepted. It appears that this approach,
easy in terms of numerical implementations, has some important feature to be a model
for simultaneous description of many phenomena such as heterogeneous condensation,
spontaneous condensation, vaporization, formation of film on blades, secondary con-
densation, fragmentatization of droplets, film condensation of supersaturated steam-
air mixture, and so on.

Multi-component mass balance equations

According to the concept of multi-component particles, which allow each phase to
have its own velocity field ~vk(~x, t), the mass balance equations are written for every
k-th component, as well as for continuous (k ≡ c) and for dispersed ones (k ≡ d);
d = 1, 2, 3, ..., nd. In this formulation we are interested in the description of volume
not mass fraction of components. Following the notation where ’α’ represents the
volume fraction, let αk = (αc, αd) denote volume densities, where the subscript c
refers to continuous phase and subscript d denotes polydispersed phases of which
there can be nd. For any phase, the exchange of masses taking place in one cubic
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meter of mixture is described by mass conservation:

∂t (αkρk) + div (αkρk~vk) = Smk , (13)

where t is the time and ∂t means local time derivative, ~vk is velocity of each compo-
nent, Smk - is the interfacial mass transfer per unit volume and unit time. Additionally,
between the continuous and dispersed components there are places of ’non-creativity
conditions’:∑

αk = αc +

nd∑
d=1

αd = αc + αl = 1,
∑

Smk = Smc +

nd∑
d=2

Smd = 0. (14)

The component index k hereafter takes the value 1 for continuous gas component
and d = 2, 3, 4, 5, ..., nd for dispersed (droplet) components. The set of 1+nd equations
of mass balance can also be described in the form of a set of continuous-dispersed
equations. Then (13) in the Cartesian coordinates takes form:

∂

∂t
(acρc) +

∂

∂xi

(αcρcvic) = −
nd∑
n=1

Smd , i, j, k = x, y, z (15)

∂

∂t
(adρd) +

∂

∂xi

(αdρdvid) = Smd , d = 2, 3, 4, 5, ..., nd (16)

Total volume fraction of condensed liquid al = 1 − αc is helpful in calculating the
non-equilibrium wetness fraction y [kg condensate per kg of mixture]. It is to be a
calculation from the non-equilibrium mixture mass density:

ρ = acρc +

nd∑
n=1

adρd = acρc + (

nd∑
n=1

ad)ρl (17)

Adding all together the balance equations of the whole components we obtain a single
continuum mass balance in the form: ∂t(ρ) + div(ρ~v) = 0 with the averaged mixture
momentum density:

ρ~v = acρc~vc +

nd∑
d=1

(adρd~vd). (18)

Let us note that mass transport can be also influenced by a turbulent transport
appearing due to fluctuation of both the components: velocity ~vd and volume fraction
α′d. Then, according to the Favre-averaging technique, one may consider additional
mass flux ~J td = (α′d~v

′
d)
′′

∂

∂t
(adρd) +

∂

∂xi

(αdρdvid) = div ~J td + Smd , d = 2, 3, ..., nd (19)

Referring to the Boussinesq eddy viscosity model, one can approximate the turbulent
mass flux as: ~J td = Dtdgradαd with the eddy diffusivity coefficient Dtd to be deter-
mined. Quite similarly, we can add a turbulent mass flux ~J tc for continuous phase
mass balance (15). Different component velocities ~vd should be calculated from the
components momentum balance, however, by assuming no-slip between the phases:
~vd = ~vc the set of momentum equations reduces only to one stated on the continuous
phase.
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Evolution of droplet number

Even if the non-equilibrium wetness becomes constant, one can imagine the phase
transition in which the number of droplets changes by coalescence or interaction with
walls. From the geometrical point of view, three parameters can describe the droplets
geometry: volume density ad[m3 of droplets/m3 of volume], surface density βd [m2 of
interphase surface per unit of volume] and radius density γd [m/m3 ; length of total
radius per unit volume]. In general, the parameters ad and βd are independent of
each other and can evaluate separately. Evolution of βd, d = 2, 3, ..., nd is required for
adequate model of heat transfer which, in general, depends on the droplets surface
area.

Instead of putting independent evolution equation on βd it is more comfortable to
put evolution equation on the density of droplet number Nd defined to be the number
of droplets per unit of volume [# droplets/m3]. If md = 3

4πρdr̄
3
d is an average droplet

mass then a relationship between βd and Nd can be calculated to be (Gerber et al.,
2007):

βd =
3αd
r̄d

; r̄d = 3

√
3αd

4πNd
(20)

The evolution equation for droplet number density can account for the nucleation of
droplets or introduction of droplets at boundaries – it possesses a typical form of a
scalar balance:

∂t (αdNd) + div (αdNd~vd) = αdJd + Jfrag + Jcoal, d = 2, 3, ..., nd (21)

Here, for instance, the droplet number source depends on Jd - the nucleation of d-
type of droplets per unit, time per unit volume of vapor, given by (20), and rates
Jfrag,Jcoal denote the source term related to droplet fragmentation and coalescence,
respectively.

Multi-component momentum equations

A basic assumption of multiphase and turbulent flow of multi-component fluid is that
any k -component k = c, d should independently fulfill the balance of momentum:

∂t (αkNk~vk) + div
(
αkρk~vk ⊗ ~vk+

↔
p k

)
= div

(↔
τ k +

↔
Rk +

↔
Dk

)
+ αkρk~b+ ~Sk, (22)

where independent contribution coming from: αkρk~vk ⊗ ~vk - convective flux of mo-

mentum,
↔
p k - elastic flux of momentum (pressure tensor),

↔
τ k,

↔
Rk,

↔
Dk - the viscous,

turbulent and diffusive flux of momentum, respectively, αkρk~b – fraction of body
forces, ~Sk - the internal (vis inssita) forces coming from the component interactions. It
should be remembered that the interfacial condition for momentum transfer possesses
a different form than the interfacial mass transfer condition (14) since the momentum
transfer ~Sk is compensated by surface momentum ~SA such that:

∑c,d
k=1

~Sk = ~SA .
If droplets are very fine, then usuly it is assumed that there is no slip between

continous and dispersed phase, thus ~vd = ~vc = ~v and balances for k = d are dropped.
Assuming further that the whole mixtire underges only one pressure p, the bilans of
mometum for continous phase can be written in the Cartesian coordinates as:

∂

∂t
(acρcvi) +

∂

∂xj
(αcρcvivj + acpδij) =

∂

∂xj
(τ cij +Rcij) + acρcbi + Sci (23)
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Where, difusion flux is to be zero: Dc
ij = 0, and Sci is an interaction force which

depends on mometum transfer.

Multi-component energy equations

Balance of total energy within any component k = c, d contains the classical terms
such as elastic energy flux, dissipative energy flux, heat energy fluxes. Additionally
to classical sources there appear also the multi-component sources:

∂t (αkρkek) + div
(
αkρkek~vk+

↔
p k ~vk

)
=

div[
(↔
τ k +

↔
Rk +

↔
Dk

)
~vk + ~qk + ~qtk + ~qDk ] + αkρk~b · ~vk + ~Sk · ~vk + Smk hk + Sek (24)

Usually, only the balance of continuum energy (k = c) is taken into account, since
energy balance for droplets (k = d) is redeuced to the set of algebraic equations
superposed on the droplet temperature. If there is no-slip between phases, the energy
balance for continous phase is given as:

∂t (αcρcec) + div
(
αcρcec~vc+

↔
p ~v
)

=

div[
(↔
τ c +

↔
Rc

)
~v + ~qc + ~qtc] + αcρc~b · ~v + ~Sd · ~vd + Smd hd + Sed (25)

where the total specific enery of continous phase is equal to: ec = uc + 1
2~v · ~v + κ ,

with uc the internal energy of continous phase, kinetic energy and turbulent kinetic
energy.

The energy balance for droplets is omitted from this model. Nevertheless, it is
important to note that solving the energy equation for the droplets is indispensable
to achieve a mixture energy conservation good enough to compute efficiencies.

Interfacial sources of mass, momentum and energy

For multi-component continuum with no-slip of components the basic set of governing
equations contains: nd equations of mass balance (20) and (21), one for evolution of
droplet number (22), one for momentum of continuous phase (24) and analogous (25)
for continuous phase energy.

In the above set the sources need to be determined: Smd – is the interfacial droplet
mass transfer per unit volume and unit time; Jd – the nucleation of d- type droplets
per unit time per unit volume of vapor, ~Sd – the internal (vis inssita) forces per
unit volume and unit time, coming from the component interactions and, last but not
least, the energy source Sed per unit volume. The source Smd contains two contributions
(Wróblewski et al., 2009; Dykas and Wróblewski, 2011):

Smd = Sd +mcritαcJd;Sd = ρdβd
d

dt
(r̄d), (26)

with:

Jd = A · exp(−βD
∆Gcrit
kBTc

);
d

dt
(r̄d) =

λc
r̄dρd(1 + 3.18Kn)

Td − Tc
hcd

(27)

Here mcrit is given by critical droplet mass, the rate of nucleation Jd by Volmir’s
equation, the volume density of droplet surface βd by (20), average droplet radius r̄ by
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(20), the temperature of droplets Td, the local latent heat hcd, the Knudsen number
Kn is calculated based on droplet radius.

The source ~Sd contains forces due to mass transfer and drag forces proportional
to slip:

~Sd = Sd~vd + CW (~vc − ~vd) (28)

where the slip coefficient CW is given by Gyarmathy (1962).
The energy source Sed has a term proportional to relisted latent heat and a term

connected with exchange of heat energy due to conduction:

Sed = −Sdhcd + βdqd, (29)

where the mass source Sd, surface densityβd, and surface density of heat energy fluxqd:

qd =
λc

r̄d(1 + 3.18Kn)
(Td − Tc). (30)

Turbulence remodeling of continuous phase

In order to take into account the influence of turbulent transport of mass [ ~J td] turbu-

lent transport of momentum [
↔
Rc in (25)] and turbulent transport of heat [~qcd] every

component should possess the set of additional equations governing the evolution of
turbulent primary parameters, for instance turbulent kinetic energy kc and turbulent
dissipation energy εc for continuous phase:

turbulent energy:

∂t (ρckc) + div (ρkc~vc) = div
(
~Jk,c

)
+ Sk,c (31)

turbulent dissipation:

∂t (ρcεc) + div (ρεc~vc) = div
(
~Jε,c

)
+ Sε,c (32)

4. Conclusions

It is widely known that wet steam CFD calculations, due to appearance of the so-
called ’nucleation stiffness’, are not only extremely time-consuming but also tend to
suffer from numerical stability. Hence, if numerical models are to become standard,
efficient design and retrofit tools of the turbomachinery industry, there is obviously
a need for developing more robust and less sensitive modeling approaches, which are
compared in Tab. 1.
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Tab. 1. Comparison of conservative form of balance equations in two main approaches.
In the above U means the vector of conservative unknowns, U ⊗~v,F el,F v are
the convective, recoverable and diffusive fluxes, respectively, and S is source
of internal production.

Conservative form of balance equations

for simple continuum approach:

main particle: ∂tU + div
(
U ⊗ ~v + F el

)
= div (F v) + S

phasic microstructure: ∂tUph + div
(
Uph ⊗ ~v + F elph

)
= div

(
F vph

)
+ Sph

turbulent microstructure: ∂tUt + div
(
Ut ⊗ ~v + F elt

)
= div (F vt ) + St

for multi-component and multi-phase continuum:

continuum component: ∂tUc + div
(
Uc ⊗ ~vc + F elc

)
= div (F vc )−

∑nd
d=1 Sd

dispersed component: ∂tUd + div
(
Ud ⊗ ~vd + F eld

)
= div (F vd ) + Sd
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